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Abstract: 
With the rapid growth of the production and storage of large scale data sets it is important to 

investigate methods to drive the cost of storage systems down. We are currently in the midst of 

an information explosion and large scale storage centers are increasingly used to help store 

generated data. There are several methods to bring the cost of large scale storage centers down 

and we investigate a technique that focuses on transitioning storage disks into lower power 

states. This talk introduces a model of disk systems that leverages disk access patterns to produce 

energy saving opportunities for parallel disk systems. We also focus on the implementation of an 

energy-efficient storage cluster, where a couple of energy-saving techniques are incorporated. 

Our modeling and simulation results indicated that large data sizes and knowledge about the disk 

access pattern are valuable for storage system energy savings techniques. Storage servers that 

support applications that stream media is one key area that would benefit from our strategies.  
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